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ABSTRACT 
A simple method is outlined for calculating the singular values of an interval matrix 
with some restricted width. It uses a sensitivity analysis approach to choose among the 
possible values of the matrix entries to extremize the singular values. 
I. SOLUTION SET 
Computing the singular values of an interval matrix A’ can be done by 
calculating bounds on the eigenvalues of the symmetric interval matrix B’ = 
( Az)TAz as in [l]. However, such an approach overestimates the true bounds. 
The latter are better obtained directly from the eigenvalue problem for the 
matrices ATA, A E A'. 
The basic problem becomes: Given a central matrix A” eRmX”, find for 
the interval matrix A’ = { A: ) A - AC 1 < A A} a description of the set of 
singular values 
C = {u: ATAx = u’x, x # 0, AEA’}. (1) 
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II. BOUNDING u 
Consider the eigenvalue problem 
(A” + “A)‘( AC + 6A)x = u2x (2) 
in which ) 6A 1 < A A. For each matrix 6A, there exists a pair ( u2, x) obtained 
from solving (2). 0 ur task is to seek a bound for a,, i = 1,. . . , r = rank (A), 
VA E A’. Equation (2) gives 
u2xTx = xTAcTAcx + 2 xT 6AT A”x + xT &AT 6Ar, 
from which it follows that u2 lies between the two Rayleigh quotients: 
u2 < 
xTAcTAcx + ( xlTAAT ]2ACx + &Ax] 
XTX 
ua > 
xTAcTAcx - 1 xlTAAT (2ACx + 6Ax] 
XTX 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Thus a maximum and minimum of u are obtained by extremizing these two 
quotients. But the maximum and minimum of the latter concern the whole 
spectrum a,, i = l,.. ., r; therefore, to confine ourselves to a particular a,, we 
add: 
ASSUMPTION 1. sign( x”), i = 1,. . , n, is invariant as 6A scans the interval 
[-AA, A A], and therefore equals sign( xi) evaluated at the center matrix AC. 
Differentiating (4), (5) w.r.t. x-imitating a previous approach [II-yields 
two eigenvalue problems to be solved for ai and _a,, i = 1, * * *, r, which are the 
largest and smallest singular values of ui( A + 6 A) v 1 6A 1 < A A, that is, 
and 
{A”>” + [S;AATS;(2AC+ 6A)ls)x’ = Z;xi (6) 
( AchC - [S; A AT S;(2 A” + 6A)] s] xi = _a,ex’, (7) 
where B, denotes the symmetric part of a matrix B. The matrix S: is a 
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diagonal matrix of the signs of the components of xi, while Sg represents the 
signs of those of the matrix 2 ACxi + 6A xi. But since 6A is yet unknown, we 
take it that Sg represents the signs of the components of ACxi only, a realistic 
restriction for small enough 1 6A 1 in terms of applicability. Thus we require: 
ASSUMPTION 2. 16AdI <21 ACxil. 
ASSUMPTION 3. sign( ACri), i = 1,. . . , m, is invariant as 6A scans the 
interval [ - A A, A A], and is therefore equal to the sign( A”rL) evaluated at the 
center matrix AC. 
Hence 
evaluated at the center value x:. The latter is obtained from solving (1) by 
letting A = AC. As to the values that 6A takes in (6) and (7), they are given by 
the following 
LEMMA. Values of 6A which extremize the singular value ai of the matrix 
AC+6A,v]6A] <AAaregiuenby 
SA = *S; AAS;. (9) 
Proof. From the eigenvalue problem (l), one has that 
auf iT aAT 
i 
aA n 
aa,j=* -A+AT- aakj aakj xi = 2 C aklxlxj, I=1 (10) 
the sign of which determines dakj accordingly, i.e., &rkj is chosen as 
L\akj = + Sf.S2 Aakj. JJ kk n (11) 
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Equations (6) and (7) therefore reduce to 
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( AcTA” + 2[SfAATS;AC]s + S;AATAAS;]xi = ,2x” (12) 
and 
( ACk - 2(S;AATS;AC}s+ S;AATAASf]wi=$xi. (13) 
Note that (12) and (13) can be combined into the single equation 
(ACG;AAS;)T(AC+_S;AAS:)xi=u;ri. (14) 
And by writing Xi(B) for the ith eigenvalue of a matrix B, we reach finally: 
THEOREM. Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the squared singular values ai 
of A” + 6A, V ) 6A 1 < A A, range over the interval 
[xi(ACk- 2(S;AA"S;Ac)s+ S;AATAAS;), 
Xi(AChC+ 2(S;AATS;Ac)s+ S;AATAAS;)], i = l,...,r. (15) 
REMARK. The appendix gives sufficient conditions for the validity of 
Assumptions 1, 2, and 3. 
EXAMPLE. For the matrix in [2] 
having 
A” = 
! 2.5 01 0.5 21 iT AA= i 0.5 1 0 .5 i T 
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we calculate 
Xi = 3.25, r1 = 
and 
Sf = diag(1, - l), Sf = diag(1, l), 
Si = diag(l,l, - 1), S% = diag(l,l, 1). 
Forming for the first eigenvalue the matrices in (12) and (13) one has 
having xi = 8.145898, _X, = 1.725083. Likewise, 
one has the two matrices 
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for the second eigenvalue, 
having X, = 20.639410, _X, = 6.561553. It follows that 
~1’ = [1.313424,2.854102], 0,’ = [2.561553, 4.5430621. 
One direct application of the above theorem is the determination of (A’)+, 
the pseudoinverse of A’, by computing bounds on the eigenvectors of ATA 
and AAT, VA E A’ [4], then setting 
(A’)+= V’( “,-’ ;)Ur*, (16) 
where D is a diagonal matrix of size equal to r and containing a,‘. The matrix 
V diagonalizes ATA, whereas U diagonalizes AAT. The matrix ( A’)+ is 
therefore obtained by performing the multiplication in interval arithmetic, 
Unfortunately, multiplication increases with width of (A’)+ beyond necessity 
and worsens the bounds. Better results in this direction were obtained in 
[5-71, which compute an exact enclosure of (A’)+. 
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APPENDIX 
Now we turn back to Assumptions l-3 and provide sufficient conditions 
for their validity. 
Assumption 1 
If A A is such that 
IT,1 I-- 1 IT,TIAA~IA~T~I + IT,TAC+IAA(T,( + IT,TIAA~AAIT,~ -' e-4 1 
1 
IT,TIAA'I ACT,1 + IT,TA"'IAAIT,( + IT,TIAATAAITJ +@I 
X 
0-d 
i 
G IT,17 (17) 
then ACk and ( AC + 6 A)T( A” + 6 A), for all 1 6 A 1 < A A, have eigenvectors 
with the same signs of components. T, is the modal matrix of AC7AC, i.e. the 
matrix which brings it to the diagonal form containing the eigenvalues under a 
congruent transformation. 4 is a bound on the shifts in the eigenvalues of 
ACk under the perturbation &A in AC; it is taken from [8] as 
+ GI\IT,TJAA~/ ACT,\ + IT,TA~'JAAJT,I + IT,TIAA~AAIT,I)). (18) 
B is the separation between the eigenvalues of AchC, that is, 
8 = min I Xi - Aj ( . 
i#j 
(19) 
The proof of this theorem is given in [l] for the eigenvalue problem 
A’r = hx. It is also valid for the eigenvalue problem ATAx = XX, A E A’, with 
minor modifications. Writing the last equation for all eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors, i.e., 
(AC + “A)T( AC + SA)(Tc + 6T) = (T, + 6T)(A, + hi), (20) 
we have 
AC% 6T + ACT &AT, + ACT &A 6T + &AT ACT, + 6 AT AC 6T 
+ SATSAT, + 6AT6A6T = T,6A + 6TA, + 6T6h. (21) 
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Premultiplying by T,’ and setting TcT6T = E, we have 
ACE - EA, = -TcTAcT6ATc - TcTAC’6ATcE - TcT6AT ACT, 
- TcTSAT ACTcE - TcThAT6ATc 
- TcT6AT8ATcE + 6A+ EM, (22) 
and since 
we obtain 
[ACE-EA,I 3 lE(O, (23) 
IEIB< IT,TACTI AA IT,1 + IT,TAcTI AAIT,I IE/ + IT,‘1 AAT I A~T,( 
+ IT,‘1 AAT 1 ACT,1 IEl + IT,‘/ AATAA IT,/ 
+ IT,‘1 AATAA ITI IEI +4I+ lEl4, (24) 
so that 
i 
I_ IT,‘1 AAT 1 ACT,1 + IT,TAcrI AAIT,I + IT,‘1 AATAA(TCI 
o-4 
! 
,El 
< 
IT,‘1 AAT) ACT,1 + IT,TAcT( AA IT,/ + IT,‘1 AATAA IT,1 ++I 
e-4 
(25) 
After putting ) 6T I ,< ( T, I I E ) as well as imposing I 6T ( < I T, I (sign x is 
invariant), we reach the result (17) in its final form. 
Assumption 2 
[SAT1 = 16A(Tc+6T)I 
<AA)T,l +AA[&TI 
< 2 A A ( T, ) (from Assumption 1). (26) 
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Also, from 6T = T,E, we have AC 6T = ACTCE and 
/ACT) =jAc(TC+6T)/> /ACT,) - jAC6T/ 
3 I A“T,) - ) ACT,) )E) 
= 1 ACTJ(Z - ) El). 
Thus 16ATI <21 ACTI if 
AA IT,1 < I A’TJ(I- (El). 
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(27) 
(28) 
Assumption 3 
(A”&“[ < 1 ACT,1 (sign A”x is invariant) (29) 
is satisfied if 
(ACT,/ IE( < (A?“,(, (30) 
where I E 1 is given by (25). 
We conclude that Assumptions l-3 are valid once the conditions (17), 
(28), and (30) are satisfied for a given A A. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for his valuable criticism. 
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